Optimize Your Fleet
and Fuel Efficiency
Fleet Management Solutions

Improve fuel efficiency

Manage vehicle maintenance

From fuel usage to fuel fill-ups, T-Mobile® SyncUP FLEET™
reports help you identify and reduce unproductive miles.
With a GPS tracking system, fleet managers can improve
fleet fuel efficiency by better managing routes, vehicle
speed, idling time, and vehicle maintenance.

Active diagnostic faults and other engine-derived information
available through SyncUP FLEET can be used to prioritize
your vehicles in need of maintenance. Quickly identify core
problem areas and help reduce your maintenance costs by
focusing on predictive engine health.

Reduce fuel costs

Idle reporting

SyncUP FLEET offers extensive reports and metrics to help
you reduce your fuel consumption. With SyncUP FLEET’s
reports you can improve your fleet’s fuel economy and
observe side-by-side fuel data that will allow you to monitor
any driving behavior that is linked to increased fuel costs.

T-Mobile SyncUP FLEET idle reporting uses data to make
comparisons between drivers or vehicles to target fuel
efficiency. You can keep track of the driving behaviors that
are negatively impacting your fleet’s fuel economy.

Dashboard

Detect engine issues in advance

As a manager, you understand the importance of making
fast and accurate decisions when it comes to managing
and growing your business. Leveraging the power of the
SyncUP FLEET dashboard gives you visibility into idle cost
savings and speeding reports, and helps you understand
which vehicles are being utilized effectively to ensure you
are driving costs down and productivity up. With SyncUP
FLEET dashboard reporting, you can effectively manage fuel
consumption, driver behavior, and asset utilization to ensure
your business is reducing operation expenses and
increasing profitability.

By managing your vehicle fault code information, you can
proactively attend to engine issues early before they turn
into costly repairs or vehicle downtime. These vehicle codes
quickly identify and locate the engine issue, helping you save
on vehicle inspection time and costs.

Questions? Click here to contact us about SyncUP FLEET.
Limited time offer; subject to change. Qualifying service required. Capable device and App/web platform required for some features. Coverage not available in some areas.

